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    1    Heard That Train  2    I Can't Win  3    Guitar Sittin' Right by Me  4    Broken Clouds  5   
Gone Cold  6    Leaving Los Angeles  7    Guilty  8    She's Gone  9    Take Your Time  10   
Closin' Down    

 

  

The title says it all. Jeff Michaels sings and plays like he's the last man on earth. Highly
flammable, nitro-burning blues that will bring everything home for you. Come in, dry off, have a
drink and listen to the soul-nourishing, all-out soul of the almighty power of Jeff's dirty grifter
riffs. You should really know what you're getting into. Things will be broken, and/or missing.
Sound like something your neighbors will hate? Like you might get evicted? You have no idea.
Enjoy. Jeff Michaels is pretty much as blue collar as it gets, is short on 'look at me' guitar
pyrotechnics, but long on taste and has more soul than a month of Sundays. ---cdbaby.com

  

 

  

Jeff was born and raised in St. Louis and Houston before eventually making his way to Austin,
living on a steady diet of hustling ice houses and roadhouses all around the bayou city since the
age of 14. From the middle of farm country to the 5th ward, to playing rock gigs in the middle,
he's got an eclectic, diverse history. Flash forward many years, with so much rich experience,
and you've got a highly sought after, charming gentleman with impeccable skills; absolutely
deadly with a strat and a live mic. Bound to shatter all predictions and expectations while
reaching new audiences from an ever changing, constantly evolving repertoire - spanning from
blues, funk, rock and jazz to beyond.. "Gritty Music for Scrappy People" is Michaels’ latest, so,
have a drink and listen to the soul-nourishing, all-out gritty blues attack of Jeff's dirty grifter riffs
rolling out of walls of marshalls. ---jeffmichaels.com
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